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Editorial

Watch for Track
Meet
Announcement

•I
yOMENT,
Please

STUDENT

PINOCCHIO
EXHIBIT
HELD OVER
Haggin Art Galleries
Retain Disney Sketches

Tigers, Cubs Defend
Undefeated Records
Jaysees Are Underdogs
in "B" Conference Meet
Jupiter Pluvius willing, followers of
the Tiger cindermen will view their fav
orites fighting to preserve their unblem
ished record against the also-undefeated
Gaters from San Francisco State in some•thing new for the Baxter Stal pr p
dium oval—a twilight track
meet which Coach Earl R. Jack
son promises will be run off beie
%<W/
twcen 4:30 and 6:10 this afternoon^ "l®lf wi
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The meet promises to be the
hottest of the season for both
s1uads' whh close competition
certain in every event from the
mile, which opens the running
events, to the mile relay, which
may well decide the meet one
way or the other. The Alligators
must rule as favorites, by virtue
5' their well-balanced, powerful
5(luad' presenting three strong
-nen in nearly every event.
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Post in Department
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Should rain force post
ponement of the scheduled
intercollegiate track meet
between the College of the
Pacific and San Francisco
State College, it is probable
that the meet will be held
either Monday or Tuesday
of next week. Watch the
Daily Bengal for definite
announcement.

lay away the ballots and the
for another year. In
meanwhile, Mr. Biddick and
will have plenty of soggy
, t0 iron. From here, it looks
thev can handle it.
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SPEAKER

See Editorials!

PREXIES
ATTEND
MEETING
Probl ems o
Unemploynr

For a continuation of the de
bate inaugurated last week by
the leading editorial and its
proposal for an Independent
Party on the Pacific campus, see
today's editorial rebuttal by Bill
Biddick and defense by the
editor.

PRESIDENT

WHAT WILL
CHURCHES
DECIDE?

PRESIDENT DWAYNE ORTON of the Stockton Junior Col
lege will be one of the main
speakers at the convention of
the Association of Texas Col
leges being held today and to
morrow.

Discussed

CANDIDATES
PLEASE
NOTICE!

WOOD WINS
IN LIGHT
BALLOTING

TABLED

The recommendation of the
Publications Committee that MSS,
the literary magazine which ap
peared recently, be made an of
ficial publication of the PSA was
tabled at the last meeting of the
Executive Committee.
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Do not talk against one another,brothers.—James
4:11.

Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

FEATURE

EDITORIAL

Twenty-Five
Cinder
Marks Fall

in the wood

SL

Y

By the Super Sleuths

Dahlgren would like to inform any0
S
Vo 'see her running along by
happened _
F tjf
t ghe,s not out f
t o f w
. M ,
Members of the present track car one nightjM ia ^ ^ gw <>ut for tr&c^\
la«
squad have^an examp^ ^ ,h»t she doesn't intend to eo out for „-Mki
coming cindermen to
"£n't tracking
«
The following editorial debate reflects the storm of controversy
NET TOURNEY
Was k,„ * y
by shattering six jntra-mural
which greeted the leading editorial last week, the one proposing
fl\01 P7, hti I
ing her "setting
Un>,
setting un'">"^3
't'S ^5cl*eVe^te
six
inter-collegiate,
eight
Junior
the organization of an Independent (Barbarian) Party to oppose
!
f
OPENS
tor the coming week
evetricKs .
College
and
five
varsity
records
fraternity domination of campus politics. Opposing the idea is
"
rLat
"
QOOO
SOUNDS LIKE FUN
records to date.
FOR COLLEGE
its P se^t to «
President-elect Bill Biddick, while again arguing in its favor is
see"'
From
the
looks
of
n,INTRAMURAL
'eff°rt:.nder
the editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY.
The annual College of the Pa
Pan-Hell Formal coming
jS
Of the intra-mural events, a
to
cific All-College Tennis Cham notable one was the breaking
week-end is going to'^H lUf^evvsP'
Ve'
to
(Continued from page l>
vizard
t
n
pionships Tournament, open to
w<ni
close competition from Kline, un bank night on a (LNJ V"" V®* °° It's "'"
of
a
nine
year
record
in
the
c
Bush Tells All in Second of His
all students of the PSA who have
for this
this is
is one ti,n H I V'.V>rt\
teg i'ny pacif'
880 by Wes Miller, who ran the beaten this year in either mile . . . for
<
ca
paid their infirmary fee, will soon
"Misinformation" Series
Our PSA, with a sizeable sale of student-body
two mile event. Barring a rivalry between soroiitfe, .*1 K
w
get under way, it was announced distance in 2:01.6. A1 Philp se or
th«
a new 16-lb. shot-put record at sudden return to form by Cor
gotten and one of the
•
cards in the fall, a goodly retention in the spring, and
this week.
ticipated dances of th
ner
Nelson,
the
Gaters
should
Still exnosing for your information the "Menace of
42
feet
7
inches.
a plenteous promise for next fall, felt pleasantly
A sign-up sheet has been
A ten year record in the two- have the two mile all then semester goes into f^6 SW it'®
Misinformation," we discover that the sweet young miss
didn't cou,
posted in the gymnasium and
serene last Friday morn.
_
mile
run was shortened by own way, though Tomasini and SEEN AROUND
a hardy hag of many winters.
ail students interested in en
But a long-dulled barb hurled in these columns
Francis King in 10:33.3. Later Hanner may make it one-two
But facts being facts, we continue to illustrate, using
tering the tournament are
Among those attending * 1
K^ht
tha^ is P
- week ago threatened to reopen sealed wounds. A as a source of information for comment and illustration urged to signify their inten he surpassed the C.O.P. mark in the 880 over San Francisco s fied Forest" Friday
bright H
ught
{11
by
half
a
second,
the
American
Committee
News*
)
nV
Young
and
Schwab.
clarion call was issued for the Barbarians (non-orgs)
tions by placing their name
so "iany Betty a
BETTE DOUGLAS
\
l#v in
,nteiy
ana
"Flip" Ritchie figures to
INTERCLASS
ased th
on the sheet. Men's singles,
DEWEY—speaking 0f
to prepare themselves for a struggle to the death Service for Democracy and In'"oihP faces •
. pic—
win
both
the
100
and
220,
doubles,
and
mixed
doubles
0
lli!1!urprlse u and rumor >
Wes Miller broke Nelson's
tellectual Freedom.
you
seen
that
hair-less
"
^
the
Greeks
(orgs).
This
published
sentiment
with
lie surp
a
„t «-«
with colleagues Phifer and
divisions will be open for
mile time of 4:41.3 by 15 sec
is now sporting . . , DjJ"' I fCIa'st
^ouncemerR
assumes the presence and continuance of constant CHIDED MEMORIES
Tulloch having a tough fight
sign - ups, a c c o r d i n g to
vili
onds.
His
time
of
4:26.1
exceeds
false rumors was EFFip° !
against State's 10.2 sprinters.
conflict on the campus. Let us not so readily accept Last week we chided the con
Coaches Chris Kjeldsen and
his J. C. mark. Looney bettered
DERWOOD by rewf"
venient congressional memory
In the quarter, Dan Looney
"Stonewall" Jackson who are
the former 440 time by .2 of
a previously tailored opinion. If the suit fits, wear it, with minus-comprehensive, fav
so°n- Bush and
school last week after
in charge of the tournament.
will find a foeman worthy
rd
a
second.
?'•
L
Buf°
but consider first, four unique situations on our orably fragmentary knowledge—
it been said she would ^
Kl1oles and P
To the winners in the various
of his steel in Crane, whose
for
six
more
weeks,
J.
C.
MARKS
regarding
the
Negro
question.
campus which certainly do not correspond to the
divisions will go s e p a r a t e
marks this year have
o r\r»nn/4ir'ltllC
appendicitus
we're g!ad
f L Charin
ine Goff
Junior- College records sur
medals and the privilege of hav
generally accepted casus belli on the typical campus. Now the sad selection of the
equalled those of the Pacific
< ^ l >'ort°n' £,
rumors
were
false,
Effj
week is the poor abused alien—
pass
those
of
the
senior
college
P
b Bastin" "
ing
their
respective
names
en
.
.
.
.
.
j
i
r^
_
sob
pta
A,
i(fi
powerhouse.
1. The desire of all PSA members is substantially who, after all, founded this
maybe you think CLEmU,!?
0laeta' ^ Wright
graved on the cups awarded in in some instances. Miller's mile
Kenny
Rogers
finds
his
first
Joey jy K,,h«£r<m
lilar, a unified, aggressive student body. On this country—and of late has been
GERTY to-,
. . , tlkTKw
sinu
each division. The defending clips three seconds from the
This week we will deal with champion is Stewart Browne, Tiger mark of 4:31.6. Greenman tough competition in the highs honors for couple of the*J Jrady ^^ries Pntmon.
withstanding a terrific amount
main issue there is no partisan expression
and broad jump, Schultz is the
2. No group controls Pacific politics. Six organi of pushing around. No doubt the fickleness of the dancing pub ranking star on the Jaysee team, of the Jaysees ran the low State flash in the barrier event go to PAT CARSON and 'Ley aJld , ,nntinued in "<
he contributed to some of the lic. Item number one on our list in singles, doubles, and mixed hurdles in 25 seconds, to sur
EVANS ... The lure >
Km aand
„„
oi7 Xtum
,n" con""(Will
and Parker the broad-jump star,
zations claim successful candidates. The Greeks may best of the D.A.R.'s — they
co!u
pass
the
C.O.P.
mark
by
a
frac
doubles.
He
teamed
with
Fran
ocean
wasn't
the
only
thin.,!
.iir's
„
,'
Will
H"
ir
concerns the marvelous aggre
whose marks include several
have proposed, but the Barbarians elected.
couldn't have all been native
cis Banchio in the men's doubles tion of a second.
over
23 feet. In the low hurdles, drew JACK ^ YATES ^
gation
amassed
by
one
Artie
sh m
3. Non-orgs are able to align themselves with born. Incidentally, some of those
Philp threw the discus out
and June Vickland in the mixed
ml»*
Norton
State
figures to have things Cruz this week-end and that, stef B"
which had the nation's jit doubles.
127 feet to establish a new
WHITE lie . . .
E Ham* Nor
political groups both for elections and nominations daughters must be getting along Shaw
eXt
Frl<i
their
own
way,
unless
Rogers
in "
in years—the revolution wasn't terbugs in a lather much less
Tune
mark; then Don Sullivan got
o
x~', PIND OUT!! >
I LOVE A MYSTERY
There may exist a tradition against the Greeks sup yesterday.
pulls
an
iron-man
act
as
he
than a year ago. Many people
one out 132 feet 3 >/2 inches.
did at Chico, in which case he
®»rni"iaoF
nK THE *
WEEK
porting a Barbarian candidate, but this folkway Around the theme of "finger (your Cutter among them) con
Omega Phi girl, tenderly"""Lrr
Miller set a new J. C. mark
NEXT
YEAR'S
"
'
COUPLE OJoU,d go, wc
might
well
break
the
Gater
sidered
this
the
greatest
oand
ing
you
my
girl—has
us
should be altered before the tradition against agres- print, hogtie, and deport" the
in the half by clipping 13.2
n0
monopoly.
ing as to who's to be the 7 H° 7 3 to Bonnie Sup
anti-alien forces ard rallying and ever assembled as far as solid FROSH CLUB
seconds off Banner's former
sive cleavage on the campus is shattered.
FORD
MUST
GO
UP
ject of their song . . . {ot t i j a b i y . T h and Bob Went?
loud are the wails of the cham ensemble swing goes. Shaw, him
time. Brown cut George
4. The present system, faulty though it may be, pions of the people. From North self, is nothing less than a vir
Lew Ford finds serious com first time an "Omega Phi" 2 Jeuth Smith ano_ '
Miller's speed in the quarter
PLANNED
petition in the high jump from will be chosen the night of| C°ngButrUnstand MU* Hew Hi
has not been challenged in recent years as to the Carolina, the stronghold of pure tuoso on the clarinet, anu, •<11
by three seconds. His time
in
all,
there
was
plenty
to
rave
Parker, whose 6 feet, 2 inch famous seranade . . . ^
Plans for next year's Frosh
Americanism — detect that note
personnel it has produced.
_
.
is 50.8.
they6recently P^^<^
about in the band.
mark
is not to be sneezed at. the gals can do is SIT Til
Club
are
being
made
by
a
comof
sarcasm?
—
comes
Senator
At a Stanford meet, Jaysees
Before we make the assumption that civil war
The injury to Otis should give
mittee headed by Charles Wood
Reynolds who recently opened AULD WAS GOOD
An amazing amount of ti
is here, we must find apparent causes for the conflict. his mouth and outslipped his Shaw's abdication as King of and including Esther DeMark, Brown, Conaway, Blackwell and Ford an easy time in the pole
-o the wise Tom I
tickets were handed out
Miller ran the relay in 3:33.9
Dissension should not be encouraged merely because tongue to prate, "Alien criminals Swing is by now an old story to Jane Switzer, Weldon West, Don to establish a new record.
vault, however.
the "Must Sec" list
groups of wayward college %
on
Dave Gay should win the
liberal journalism decrees opposition to the status are responsible for a consider the music world, but the history Jonte, Jacqueline Judge, and C.O.P. RECORDS
dents last Saturday night, rari is
shot, though Carlson may
plexed officers finally tracked
quo. Let liberal journalism diagnose before it able portion of the crime bill." of the band since then is little Fern Herman.
New Pacific records are num
To start next year's activities
known. Georgie Auld, one of the
break up the "Gay old time"
CONVENIENT MEMORY
down the mystery when cue
erous.
The
1930
high
hurdle
prescribes!
'
THE ORIGIN
Naughty! Naughty! Hardly to best tenor men in the game, took they have planned a conference
Dave and Dean have been
the offenders confessed that
record
was
lowered
to
15.5
by
be reconciled with the Uniform the combo over with Artie's bless for outstanding incoming fresh
having with the 16-pound
was
the
victim
of
a
soror
Kenney Rogers. Tomasini bet
Crime Report statement — "570 ings and the complete Shaw li men to be held the week-end
ball. In the discus, Bonnifield
scavenger hunt. Cluttering tl»
tered by four tenths of a second
native whites to 209 foreign born brary which had been panicking before school starts.
and Gay figure one-two, but
parlor of Alpha Theta Tau after
the
mile
mark.
Bonnifield
Next
Sunday
the
committee
the
country.
The
first
Auld
look
per 100,000 were arrested and
Rem pel will have a tough
the hunt were glass eyes, false
Sharpest and most valid challenge to last week s fingerprinted."
heaved
the
discus
151.87
feet,
ing was at a large dance hall in will go to the S.C.A. cabin at
time with State's ace javelin
proposal for the organization of an Independent Convenient memory, Senator, New York City, and there was a Hogan Dam to make plans for its which excells the Far Western tosser, Carlson, whose mark teeth, birds nests, red flairf
underwear and a live chicken,
Conference record by 4 feet.
Party is contained in the last sentence above, "Let that forgetting 'just what pro good radio outlet from the fpot. use next year. A picnic supper Ford
of 175 feet is 7 feet over
equalled the Conference
CONGRATS
Naturally the band was doing its will be served in the evening.
portion'.
Two
to
one
on
you,
Aron's best.
liberal journalism diagnose before it prescribes."
mark of 13 feet 6 inches in the
o
To new PSA officers
usually fine work, and Auld out
Senator.
RELAY
TOPS
The fault was ours; we considered the diagnosis Then comes the accusation did himself on tenor to make the
pole vault.
dick,
Jean Strong, Stan
Should the relay decide the
o
so obvious that we left it to the individual reader. "Aliens are spies and saboteurs" combo click. Your Cutter listened
MUSICIANS
meet, a sterling race is promised and Jean Ferguson, here's
Campus
Evidently President-elect Biddick refuses to infer and all because J. Edgar "Mak- in on the airings and decided the
the fans. San Francisco's ace another top year. Incidents
Classical Club
band was at least as good as
we
saw
that
Omega
Phi
fol
WILL
LUNCH
ing-my-name"
Hoover,
wellquartet cracked their own school
believing our inference unjustified.
Oxford
man-about-crime, reported ever.
record last Wednesday, clicking lowed in the wake of Dr. Alii
Will
Hear
Our major criticism of the present system is not known
After this engagement, the
Of special interest to all
Waldo
who
was
handing
oi
that espoinage cases were the
off the four-lap event in 3:29.9,
the inferior caliber of the men it puts into office worst in 15 years with 1651 in Auld crew slowly slipped oqt of upper division music majors Comedy
while only the powerful Aggie cigars recently. At least the p
sight
with
small,
unimportant
and
faculty
of
the
Conser
(though even Bill must admit occasional inferiority) vestigations.
team has yet beaten the Tiger fessor handed out good cigsis.
bookings. One by one, the ipemvatory is the announcement
The Classical Club of Stockton relay men.
VACANCY
SIGN
but the superiority of the men and women it keeps Now guess who read the re bers of the band were picke^l off of a music education lunch
will meet at the home of Dr. and
port that far and wide rose in
Stuck in the door of the W
With
the
breaking
of
the
tape
out. As a case in point, take the Publications Com mighty
by
the
other
big
name
band
lead
eon to be held in the SCA
Mrs. C. A. Broaddus at 1036
acclaim for the Starnes
in the mile relay, one hitherto Way is the only greeting coke
mittee this year. Bill Workman, business manager o Anti-Alien Bill? Sure was! Our ers with offers of more money for building on Wednesday, May North Center street, next Mon unblemished
record will be mar thirsty students have been fie
All Genuine Whi
their
services
than
Auld
qould
1, at 12:30.
day evening, May 1, at 8:00, where
the Naranjado, and Alice Rudebaugh, feature editor pal, Senator Reynolds.
red
with
the
stigma of defeat. ing this last week. We wonder
pay.
However,
Georgie
kept
on
Charles
M.
Dennis,
former
a
reading
of
Aristophanes
comedy
of the WEEKLY (both without backing from Greek FEW PUT AWAY
Will it be eight straight for who will be next to undertake
struggling against the ipsurdean of the Conservatory
"The Frogs," will be given.
Fraid we'll have to strike the
organizations), were defeated; others less capable Senator out on that one because mountable odds. A couplp of and now director of music
Mrs. E. Gardner will be in the powerful Gaters or four in re-opening the Milky. WW
more, we hope the opening wH
were overwhelmingly elected. If Biddick needs more he forgot—poor fellow—to men weeks ago, however, he saw the in the public schools of San charge of the program. Mem a row for the fighting Tigers be soon.
of
Pacific?
Only
time
can
tell.
handwriting on the wall, and now,
evidencte upon which to base inference, let him re tion that out of that 1651 in Jan Savitt has a marvelous new Francisco, will speak on the bers of the faculty taking part
in the play are Dr. C. C. Olson,
music teacher and public
call the crushing defeat suffered by independent vestigations there were only 16 tenor man in the band with the relations.
Mr. F. E. Steinhauser, Mr. A. C,
convictions. Trouble is we can initials G. A.
Group Inspects
candidates John Fanucchi and Charlotte Smith
Gerould, Mr. Allen. Bacon, and
Students and faculty mem
strike him out here, but we
BAND
DOES
FADE-OUT
Dean
Fred
L.
Farley.
bers
are
invited
to
attend.
last year's election.
can't gag him permanently.
Bay Region
The public is invited to attend
Until Biddick can explain his vague reference to So we say unto you in closing And that's the end of the band Reservations can be made at
the meeting.
that had them all talking. The
the Conservatory office.
reopening "sealed wounds," can defend his own in this second of the series of funny thing about it, though, is
Mr. George Eby, Associate Pro Industry
"Menacing Misinformation" that
fessor
of Science and Visual Edu
ference that there is no "conflict on the campus" at a Congressman and information that while Shaw was at the height
Visiting thirteen industrial
cation
at the College of the Pa plants and two universities J
his
popularity
at
the
Palqmar
of
present, and can explain how the "folkway
somehow do
certainly
get
cific, and Mr. Herbert Welch, As group of ten students returns
in Los Angeles, he was very ill.
Greeks supporting Greeks can be overturned under tangled.
sociate Professor of Engineering to the campus last week after a
The
band
continued
the
job
with
o
If you want to know where the ten dollars went that you paid and Technology at Stockton Jun
the present political system, we cannot accept his
out him and had them laying in
for your student body card last semester, here's your chance— ior College, will teach this sum four-day chemistry inspec®
the aisles. And one of the coassumption that "no group controls Pacific politics." Graduating
trip to the Bay region.
leaders during Artie's absence just read the financial statement of the PSA here printed. You mer in the Oregon State College
On the contrary, all six of the organizations he says
The group, under the d
will see just how many activities require support and how much Summer Session at Corvallis, one
Seniors
waS George Auld.
of Dr. Clarence Larson, recet
"claim successful candidates" bear Greek names. No
money
they
receive.
of seven summer sessions being
Continuing on the same thepie,
numerous samples at PlaI,#
Independent candidate was elected!
in Recital
conducted in the state under aus
Glenn Miller, front man of the
Nut and Chocolate Compaq'
Financial Statement for the First Semester
pices of the Oregon State System the National Biscuit Company,
By the way, President-elect Biddick, before you Three graduating seniors of the year's socko band, was fired from Balance September 1, 1939
$288.62
of Higher Education.
are carried away with the "plenteous promise for Conservatory will be presented in his job at the Paradise Restaur Add Income:
highlight of the trip wa®
ant in New York City because
About fifty other visiting pro cyclotron at the University ?!
From Student Fees:
their
last
undergraduate
recital
next fall," let us remind you that there are "Just this next Tuesday at 8:15 p. m. his band didn't draw at the box$6430.00
Oct. 19, 1939
fessors and two hundred and
120.00
Nov. 27, 1939
Three" next fall. You won't need explanation of that on the campus auditorium stage. office. He just didn't have the
fifty resident faculty members of California.
All types of industries
Nov.
30,
1939
5206.30
name.
And
this
happened
a
year
Oregon
schools will make up the
inference.
They are two pianists, Clayton
food
plants to a petroleum
summer faculty on the seven
Long and Mary Fong, and so ago. His fee for one nighters
Total Student Fees:
11,756.30
finery were visited. stu -(l
campuses.
Over
900
courses
will
prano soloist Pauline Crawford. at that time was $200. Today
From Barber Shop Rental:
re
be offered. An increase over last who took the trip wW c *
Long is a piano major graduat you'd be lucky to get him lor
Oct. 2, 1939
7.75
one
unit
of
credit
upon
°
Nov. 2, 1939
year's 4,000 students is expected
ing with a B. M. degree this June $1500. Sometimes we wonder
11.82
tion
of
a
report.
just
what
the
dancing
public
has
Dec.
2,
1939
8.24
due
to
curtailed
travel
to
Europe'
and
will
receive
an
A.
B.
degree
Spring is no longer a season punctuated athletic
Jan. 6, 1940
5.02
and an increase in registrations
ally only by the annual Block P Sports Day. Com with major in music at the con in mind.
o
clusion of Summer Session. He
at schools where travel can be
Total Barber Shop Rental
mendable as that effort is, we think it fitting that is vice-president of Phi Mu Alpha,
PACIFIC WEEKLl
32.83
combined with studies.
From Railroad Tickets
9.70
upon the eve of the Bengal Huddle, we recall Col and was elected two weeks ago One Moment,
GREGG PHIFER, gjf
I S u Pp!y Milk
lege of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College ath to PI Kappa Lambda, the highest
Total Income Fall 1939
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6iw
$12,087.45
Wright Equals
t< , for th«
honor receivable by B. M. stu Please
Deduct Budget Warrants Paid:
letic progress over the past few years.
General
BILL BECKER, Manjf '9htii
dents.
352.57
Football may still be king, but it no longer reigns Miss Fong is active in the Pa
Rally and Social
National J. C.
444.04
ring Ti
Phone 9-9121 or 2-^
(Continued from page 1)
A. W. S.
231.00
in solitary grandeur. Sports editors only three or four cific Cooperative House and has
week when the PSA election re
Band
187.00
Record
«02s.1T«(I
Published e v e r y
years ago had little spring news besides spring prac done work in music composition turns came in. "Dusty," as he is Choir
110.00
the College year by the
Swimming to an easv
with her piano accomplish
Debate
495.00
JJ "
dent aAssociation.
s s o c i a t i o n . En^ter
,'tnt
tice analyses, releases about Fresno's meets and the along
known by almost everyone on the
ments.
ond c l a s s m a t t e r Octou
Deputations
143.00
P
Wrlght
tiCd
the
nati
^es
hm
onal
a t t h e P o s t o f f i c e , S t o c k t 0 ^ 3f
Fresno Relays, an occasional intramural event, and Miss Crawford is not only out campus, was considered a very Handbook
freshman record in the 200-vard ,ni ii aai. uunudueeri t nh e A
436.25
A ct t of.MJ
" j , i r f t t °t
sP'
candidate for an Ex. Com
S. C. A.
154.00
persistent mourning about the lack of anything standing in voice but also is top- strong
Acceptance f o r mailin» , r m Sft
mittee
position,
and
great
was
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Athletics
2200.00
ments. She is president of Mu the chagrin in certain quarters
S>" ''"YtS O c t o b e r 24, 1924.
Last week, in place of the old spring lethargy, Phi Epsilon, which is the sister when he ran "out of the money." Spring Sports
726.00
Facilities
250.00
sports news, cut and crammed as only Conaway can organization to Phi Mu Alpha. The solution? Simple — his Stadium
Football Reserve
•
SUBSCRIPT1^
1000.00
name
had
appeared
on
the
ballot
Pacific Weekly
condense it, filled the sports page and ran over to She is receiving a special music as George Miller, instead of
SI.50 A YEAb writ,
676.50
Naranjado
1433.35
For Advertising Ra 1
cover half of the feature page, this without a single credential this June.
"Dusty" Miller as nominated or
Other
50.00
or See Manager.
even Campbell Miller, by which
football cut.
handle
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is
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There is a healthy sign—the plenteous supply of
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sistently turn up with leading pigskin warriors are day in Sacramento tomorrow, It was the original editorial
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BILL BIDDICK, Editor'*
April 27. Transportation will be policy of this column never to
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usually those which are strong in all sports.
25.00
575.00
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Assistant
provided
for
all
who
wish
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fall back upon that illustrious
Not only does the widening in the athletic pro
Total
Other
Liabilities
BETTY
DIXON,
Sociw
go, and there will be no charge fugitive from the Northwestern
1,870.54
Total Deductions From Income:
gram give balance to the school's extracurricular pro for the trip.
BOB CONAWAY, Sport"fe>its'"
cam. ,hhXht«?d ,r"ay
Purple
Parrot
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edited
in
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ALICE RUDEBAUGH,
gram, but also it offers wider possibility for active
undergrad days and from which Balance at End of First Semester
°r RAY GROSSE, Excha^^
$1,278.20 Varsity history by swim™!
participation. More athletes desiring more than one The tennis tournament is go he never completely recovered)—
wj-yaw
JERROLD WALKER.
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ing off very well. The Town M.R.E.—but this one can't keep:
sport are attracted, thus strengthening athletics as group is ahead in the tourna
JESSIE HANNAY, C*mPV ^
Supersalesman — a guy who
Submitted by
SiMr'r.L—S .15 TOM WOODRUFF, f*0'
a whole. That's building athletically!
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ment to date.
could sell a jew's-harp to Hitler.
Bob Kientz,
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•
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Treasurer, P. s. A.
y alm°st nine
seconds.
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SLY
SLAPS AT
SOCIETY

W don't know just who is tryto be nasty, or for what reaing
n|i>
but the article in last MonI J ' son.
, RECORD was NOT funny,
lfx»>
day' even clever—but one of the
I, T
rithiest trlcks this campus has
r seen. Good natured ribbing
eV6
all right in its place, but that
i lis yrnalistic
effort, sent to the
5°1
newspaper under a false
t0"n was too vicious to fall in
c
S category. It's hard to be,>ve that any Pacificite would
tooP low"
VEIN
H INsrjfsA LIGHTER
nice to know that there
re only six more weeks of school
a
- week really shouldn't count,
,1 (final
Maybe it's this
you Know).
happy thought that is putting the
„omph" in so many bright and
Betty and
smiling faces lately.
Ernie surprised and pleased their
kN friends last week, and rumor has
jt that the announcement con
tagion will weaken the resistance
Candidates might
0f others soon.
Well be Buford Bush and Betty
iRae Stone, Leslie Knoles and Bea
J \ McCarl, Charm Cash and SherHft ff00(i Norton, Camille Goff and
joey Olaeta, Bob Bastian and
Beverly Katherine Wright, Aud
•On rey Grady and Herm Sapiro, Mary
panney and Charles Patmon, ad
infinitum and continued in next
week's column.
(Will Buck
Knoles get the girl? Will Roch
ester Bush miss the boat? Will
*TS
Phil Harris Norton miss the
beat? Tune in next Friday
'
' morning and FIND OUT!!)
COUPLE OF THE WEEK
Honors should go, we are re
liably informed, to Bonnie Supersleuth Smith and Bob Wentz.
Congratulations to Bob and
Grace Burns and Miss Deering.
« I s They recently purchased a new
home in Carmel (the same as
of "by the sea" fame).
A hint to the wise—Tom Ferran is on the "Must See" list of

'•r
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Music, Stars
Will Reign
for Pan-Hell

There will be stars in the
eyes of coeds from Pacific's
By CLAYTON LONG
four sororities tomorrow night,
Music Critic
v
the theme of the PanPersonal: If you think you can
Hellenic formal dance is to be
stand it, come on up and hear
'The Star-lit Hour." The bids
the senior recital this next TuesWlU be in keeping
with the
day night at 8:15 in the Conser
theme.
vatory. The program will be de
Dancing with their guests to lightful with the exception of the
the music of Herm Sapiro's or- part that a guy by the name of
chestra will be members of Ep- C. A. Long will navigate.
*
*
*
silon Lambda Sigma, Mu Zeta
Rho, Tau Kappa Kappa, and This last Tuesday night's annual
Alpha Theta Tau.
orchestra concert featuring violin
Patrons and patronesses will ist Naoum Blinder has been gen
be Professor and Mrs. Robert erally acclaimed a stupendous
Fenix, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth success with the exception of the
Stocking, and Dr. and Mrs. Leon audience, which was a might bit
meager. The reason is appar
ard O'Bryon.
ently that Stockton is being
General chairman of the vari overly-saturated with concerts
ous committees preparing for and surely outdid itself last Sat
the dance is Miss Pat Seavers. urday when the town filled the
Other chairmen are as follows: Civic Auditorium to the third
decorations, Pat Carson; re rank of peanut galleries. How
freshments, Lucille Wilson; bids, ever, Blinder had to come back
Jean Arnot; place, Marguriete and play two more tunes before
Etzel; music, Betty Barry.
they left him go. Such a dynamic
artist has not been witnessed on
a certain velly attractive fresh the Conservatory platform in
man. Phone number given upon many-a-day.
The orchestra, under the direc
request, Tom. No others need
apply.
tion of H. I. Brown, did admir
ably, according to general opinion.
THE SPORTS HUDDLE
» • *
Tomorrow afternoon's exercise
Henry
Brubeck,
one-time swingwill stiffen up some of our ath
band manager and music major
letes, and the Pan-Hell formal
here, sends us a program con
that evening should finish the cerning a musical play, "Rose of
job. Guests at the Hotel Clark the Danube," which the Lompoc
will see stars, at no additional Union High School music depart
cost. Bids are the smoothest ment (he's director of the dept.)
looking that the Greeks have performed this April 12th and
chosen in a long while; congrats 13th. Brubeck graduated with
to Jean Arnot, chairman of the the class of '35. The play was a
bid committee.
#
real success, we understand.
A page from the editor's note
• • •
book yields this choice one: What
Inquiries (as to available seats,
did one lil rock say to the other etc.) are already rolling in con
lil rock? (Do you give up? We cerning the gigantic Music Jam
did.) "Let's get together and boree, which will be the largestbe a little boulder."
scale musical production in goodness-knows-when. A personnel
of nearly 400 students and faculty
will be called to the colors for the
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
event. The large-scale operations
will on one occasion honor the
Northern Calif. Junior College
Ass'n. Music Festival to be held
on Pacific campus May 6th and
7th. Warning: no seats reserved.
• * *
Plug: L.Q.L., college youngpeople's organization at the Cen
tral Methodist Church, is offering
a dandy musical tonight in the
Campus
church social hall. Talented Con
servatory students will partici
Oxford
pate in the program.
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SOCIETY

Omega Phis
Honor
Mrs. Lynch

BETTY DIXON, Editor

DATE SET

One of tl\e most beautiful The Florentine Room of the It'll be "Spring on the Farm"
events of the College of Pacific Clark Hotel was the setting for tonight for members of the
spring social season will take the Spring formal last Saturday Household Art and Science Club
place this Sunday with the hon night for members of the Zetaga- and their guests who will turn
oring of Mrs. Cora Lynch at a
hill-billy for an evening of danc
thean Club and their escorts.
formal tea.
ing
and amusement In the up
Patrons
and
patronesses
were
The tea is an annual event with
Miss Bobbin Gay Peck leaves hundreds of friends gathering to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix, Mr. stairs of new Anderson Hall. In
the "miss" rank on -June 17, for pay their respects to Mrs. Lynch, and Mrs. Robert Burns, Mr. and keeping with the theme of the
that is the date chosen for her house mother of Omega Phi Mrs. Charles Gulick, Miss Lor dance will be gingham bids and
raine Knoles, and Mrs. Ralph the attire worn by guests.
marriage with Mr. John Crabbe, Alpha fraternity.
Brady.
Patrons and patronesses of the
of the Pacific faculty.
The guests will be greeted at
The wedding is fo be at noon the door by Leslie Knoles, presi Those who attended were evening will be Mr. and Mrs.
on that June Monday, and it will dent; Joseph Tudor, vice-presi Gladys Sanguinetti, Audrey Se- Michael Garrigan, Mrs. Jean
be in the First Baptist Church in dent, and the guest of honor.
gale, Doris Bishofberger, Janet Corry, Miss Grace Cornog, and
Stockton, with Dr. Tully C.
An interesting feature of the Lehman, Roberta Young, Peggy Miss Adina Wlens.
Committees in charge include
Knoles hearing the "I do's."
afternoon will be the singing of Bigham, Wanda German, Harriet
Miss Peck, the daughter of Mr. "Omega Phi Girl" during the Kientz, Verdienne Folse, Made- chairman, Claudina Houser; dec
and Mrs. William Charles Peck afternoon by members and lyn Ferrettl, Bernice Campbell, orations, Charlotte Schwing; re
Alice Phelps, Florence Newberry, freshments, Nadine Prothers;
of Stockton, is now head of the pledges.
speech department of the Lodi Spring flowers in attractive Mildred Dargitz, Mary Barron, Rosemary Strader, and music,
Union High School. Her campus shades will Be used throughout Barbara Boyes, Florence Boyes, Lucille Wilson.
At the meeting of the club held
sorority was Alpha Theta Tau.
in the color scheme. Trevor Grif Pearl Werner, Betty Antonius,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crabbe fiths, Clinton Ward, and Lloyd Emily Baily, Catherine Saunders, last week new officers for next
of Modesto are parents of the Hebbron are in charge of the dec Anita Franklin, Catherine Elder, year were nominated. They are,
Ema Ruth Gillette, Vernadine president, Dorothy McBride; viceBOBBIN GAY PECK will bridegroom-to-be.
orations in the modern theme.
This interesting engagement
join the ranks of Faculty
Irving Fritz is general chair Meyers, Jane Gordon, Susan president, Elizabeth White; sec
Dames when her marriage to between two College of the Pa man of the tea and will be as Blum, Charlotte Schwing, Ruby retary-treasurer, Lucille Wilson;
publicity chairman, Lulu Eby,
John Crabbe, of the radio de cific graduates was announced a sisted in planning by Miss Ellen Parsons, and Lulu Eby.
partment, takes place on June year ago, and now that the date Deering, a patroness of the house. Their guests were John De J\r- a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g s e c r e t a r y ,
17 in Stockton. When at Pacific is set a whole series of parties
A beautiful candlelit flower ar rietta, George Piccardo, Clair Annebella Rossman.
*
*
*
Miss Peck was affiliated with is planned.
rangement will adorn the tea Tatton, John Fanucchi, Bob Ghiorzo,
Vernon
Schmidt,
Vic
Alpha Theta Tau.
Move Over .. .
table, at which Mrs. Clair Wil
One class few will cut is the
bur and Mrs. Tully Knoles Sr. of Meyers, Fred Abbott, Dick Smith,
Jack Priest, Robert Dietz, James new one offered by Arizona. For
the Mothers' Club will preside
Incidental music will be pro Bigham, Orwin Talbot, Dick Rid- $1 you and your best girl may
vided during the afternoon by dell, Wayne Bently, Jimmie Jack learn about astronomy from the
son, Ralph Lewis, Bill Collins, roof. Something tells me this
William Kirkman.
Jim Matheson, George Price, Jay was just a new way of saying
The
serving
committee,
headed
In a garden in early morning
Loveless, Orville Geoffry, Jules they were going to have a dance,
is the theme and setting for the by Jack Yates, will be Bill Scott, Perrln, Orville Fletcher.
but don't tell me you can't learn
Tom
Bolton,
Bob
Thode,
Bob
Student Christian Association's
* * •
few things at a dance. I've
Raven
and
Don
Hudson.
annual Strawberry Breakfast thfe
Harvard and Williams rank been told—continued next week.
Arthur Irish heads the refresh
"Is the Fishing Better Below year. The breakfast will be at
first and second respectively in
the Dam?" was the topic of Pro the Gullick home, 100 Knoles ment committee, with Bob Mona- the percentage of living almuni
gan
and
Ben
Hamm
assisting.
fessor Arthur Kennedy of Stan Way, on May 11.
Cordial invitations to attend listed in "Who's Who."
ford University at the English
To accommodate people going
have
been extended to alumni of
Major's meeting last Monday on field trips, the Strawberry
night in the new S.C.A. building. Breakfast will be held between Omega Phi Alpha, members of
The English department fac 7:30 and 11:00. Last year the the sororities and other campus
ulty of the College of Pacific was event was a great success, with fraternities, living groups, mem
host to the English major-sopho about three hundred people at bers of the Mothers and Patron
esses Club, members of the Pa
mores of the Stockton Junior tending.
CALIFORNIA
cific faculty, and friends.
Business leaders acknowl
General
chairman
is
Lois
BugCollege and the juniors and sen
* * *
Starts Sunday
edge that one of the swift
iors of the College of the Pacific. bee. On her committee are the
most effective methods
Dean Farley introduced the following: tickets, Jackie Burton TAU KAPPA
The Primrose Path est,
of
achieving
top-flight exe
speaker. Chairmen of the meet as chairman, assisted by Eloise
Ginger Rogers
cutive positions is to become
ing were Dr. C. C. Olson and Miss Smith, Jackie Easby, and Phyllis PLEDGES
Joel McCrea
first a successful secretary.
Stabler; publicity, Bonnie Smith
Marie Breniman.
•
•
*
as chairman, with Lillian Simon- RAPAPORT
The
Curtain
Call
sen, Jessie Hannay, and Betty
Janet Rapaport became a
Alert secretaries, both men
Helen Vinson
L. Q. L. Sponsors
Fink as co-chairmen; flowers pledge to Tau Kappa Kappa at
and women, have perhaps
Joyce Wiggins; equipment, Doug a formal candlelight ceremony
the greatest opportunities to
Musical
Cossitt and Les Knoles; clean-up held Monday evening at 9:00
advance through their asso
Bill Workman; waitresses, Polly p. m.
ciation with key executives
Tonight
Parsons; dishes, Lois Archibald.
The new pledge was presented
and advantageous position
Featuring many talented Con
Others helping in the prepara
where their abilities may be
servatory students, a musical will tion of the breakfast are Mrs. with a sweet-pea corsage of the
Sat. - Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
be given this evening at eight Ethel Flack, Mrs. R. A. Brady, house colors. Conducting the
recognized and rewarded.
o'clock by the Life Quester's Mrs. W. Fred Ellis, and Mrs. ceremony were Lucille Wilson,
president; Gloria Hopps, chap
League in the Social Hall of the Michael Garrigan.
Grace Ball trained secretaries
lain; and Rosemary Strader, ser»
*
»
Central Methodist Church.
Students, professors, and towns geant-at-arms.
are exceptionally successful.
Directed by Lorene Shook, the people are invited. Tickets at
DATE-PAD:
Don
Ameche
A1
Jolson
They enjoy better positions,
Doughnuts
and
coffee
were
1. Tuesday night—Senior re program gives a well-rounded twenty-five cents will be on sale
served at the conclusion of the
Andrea Leeds
swifter promotions. Every
cital. Come one and all.
musical presentation in addition next week.
evening.
one of our graduates has
2. May 13th—Seventh Student to several dramatic readings. The
*
*
«
*
*
*
been placed In a paying po
Recital.
affair will be climaxed by three
The dateline "Thursday, Feb
sition. Ask us for proof.
3. May 14th—Modesto Junior numbers from a choir of twenty- Polly Frat...
The Californian of California ruary 29" won't appear on news
College A Cappella Choir Con six voices.
State
Polytechnic tells me a new papers again until 1968.
Dead End Kids
cert; Edna Barr Love, director.
Those taking principal parts in
Investigate our distinctively
4. May 20th—Spring Band Con the program include Fern Her group of pledges were initiated
different personalized teach
into Alpha Gamma Epsilon. The
cert. "Pop" Gordon, maestro.
man, Lorene Shook, Dean James odd part of the transaction was
PAUL H. LEONHARD
ing. Only a few months'
Wed. - Thurs.
Fri.
5. May 21st—Eighth Student H. Corson, Ruth Crane, Ruth
PSA MEMBER
study necessary. Cost is low.
the fact AGE, the frat, honors
Independent
Agent
Recital
Jones, Sam Smith, Barbara Len air conditioning students.
Inquire today.
All Makes of Radios
nox, Flossy Lou George, Bill
Radio Players, Records
Don't you thing that's going
!
Workman, Marge Lee, Ruth Cow a little far? The next thing we
DISCOUNT TO PSA-ICRS
David Niven
PHONE 2-9230
ard, Valate Learned, Verne Clif will know sanitary engineers will
ton, Eloise Smith, Sam Kleine- have one of their own. What's
sasser, Andy Shook, Forrest Ap- a sanitary engineer? In naive
pel, Dale Hollingsworth, Forrest circles they are called street
COMPLETE COMMERCIAL COURSES •
Honnold, and Melba Jean Lloyd sweepers.
Lupe Velez • Donald Woods
58 SUTTER ST.* SAW rRAHCISCO
|

BREAKFAST

Prof. Kennedy DATE SET
Entertains
English Majors

Executive
Wanted!

Swanee River

On Dress Parade
Raffles

Featuring

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Mt**] Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy
I

„

aP-r . ,4

better

business

JEWELERS

H U M P H R E Y S
(Since 1896)

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

"The Taste WlU Tell"

BOB'S

Ph. 3-0451

School of Business

2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber .. Stockton

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk
for the

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:

602 S. Center St.

rlt

Phone: 2-8220

\j>

„,

.
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BLEWETT'S
FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
and
ICE CREAM

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
2017 PACIFIC AVE.

14.
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ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

LIPSTICK

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

BRINGS YOU

iy CORDAY

individualized with

Here's a new Lipstick by
Corday, famous French
parfumeur. The case is
an engraved triumph of
the jeweler's art —• and
there are seven flatter
ing shades to make one's
lips more naturally love
ly!

ON PACIFIC AVE.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

style and quality

PAT DUNLAP
Campus

THE

-

95
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6

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

&
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.
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BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Designed Especially For
M'lady, the Co-ed

448 West Fremont

Office:
830 S. California

Phone 8-8613

'
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' :.v

NEW FORMALS for Evening

CLAR-ELISE DRESS SHOP
Hosiery—Lingerie—Accessories
CLARA E. BILLETER

Dawn—li^ht
Duak— raspberry
Rainbow— orchid
Sunset— medium
T/lgrhtninir
Star Dust
Spark Red

1928 Pacific Avenue

a. ' * w i - v J

SPORT SUITS for Campus Wear

Stockton, California

?

HOLD IT IS

95
6

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

SECRETARIAL TRAININGS

THE PLACE TO

dimities
lawns
chula crepes
sheers

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

(

THEN--

voiles

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

GMCE^SCHOO

GETTING
UP A
PARTY

380 East Main Street

positions

*"^5? 4» FARMS <

Weber and Butter
Phone 4-4744

Third Floor

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

J

For

Holden Drug Co. Mexican Spitfire

FRIEDBERGER'S

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Gingham Marks
Household
Zluh Dance

CLARK IS
FORMAL
SETTING

June Wedding
for Peck,
Crabbe

J 5 Business wi Professional Directory
Industry

3

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

SIERRA
T
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Held Over By
Popular Demand—•
IT'S TERRIFIC!

"Virginia City"
ERROL PLYNN and
MIRIAM HOPKINS

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT

'Where Your Specials Are Made JUST

RIGHT"

Also the Home of

EDY'S

CHARACTER CANDIES
"The Better Candy"

or
figetS
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J. C. SQUAD
TO MEET
SALINAS
(Continued from page 1)

Surest bet is that Wes Millei
will crack the mile mark of
4:32.6. He has run six seconds
faster than this several times
this season with no competition.
Miller also has a chance of set
ting a new 880 mark, the old
being 2:03.5
CUBS HOT, TOO
Bud Brown last week ran only
seven tenths of a second slower
than the 440 record and should
come close to that mark. Howard
Greenman, after his 25 flat
flight of hurdles last week, may
come back for a win in faster
than 24.7, the present record
The shot-put and discus dis
tances, 39 feet 2 inches and 133
feet 4 inches, may be excelled
by either Alan Philp or Don
Sullivan.
Following is a complete list of
the competitors making the trip.
John Beanland, Charlie Black
well, John Brown, Bob Conaway
Stan CooTey, Tom Davies, Dave
Earley, Howard Greenman, Ray
Jones, Francis King, Wes Miller,
A1 Philp, Ray Stacy, Don Sulli
van, Bob Thode and Bob West

Netmen vs. 'Dogs,
J. C. Travels
Champion Back
for Fresno

Cubs Absorb Two
More Setbacks

The Stockton Junior College
Trouble in the form of the
Firesno State tennis team will face tennis team will travel to Menlo
the College of the Pacific netmen Park next Tuesday to engage the
this Saturday at ten o'clock on strong Menlo Junior College net
the Pacific courts. Coach Kjeld- squad in the first meeting of
sen will probably use Marcello these teams. Coach Dashiell also
Umipeg, Doug Sabiston, Ian h a s M o d e s t o J u n i o r C o l l e g e
Hutcheon, Herman Spindt, Lew booked for a match on the fol
Morrill, and Sandy Trezise against lowing Friday. Modesto won the
initial meeting, and the locals
the Bulldogs.
hope to make a better showing
CHAMPION BACK
Heading the list of Coach Brad- in this return match.
shaw's raisin city aggregation ANOTHER BEATING
Sacramento Junior College fur
will be that redoubtable worthy
Dean St. John, Far Western Con nished the latest competition for
ference Champion in singles for the Cubs who traveled to the
the past two years. The Bulldog Capital City to absorb a six to
squad will also contain a goodly one beating. San Francisco Jun
number of formidable men with ior College also gave the Jaysees
the common 1 purpose of giving a six to one kick in the pants.
Stewart Browne, ranking
the Bengals a bad time. Some
Jaysee man, lost to Sullivan,
good tennis will be displayed
of Sacramento J. C., 6-3, 3-6,
which should compare favorably
64, and dropped his match
with any played in this section
against San Francisco 6-3, 6-3,
of the state.
to Bill Madamba, clever Fili
Chico State gained a tie
pino ranking man for the
with the Tiger forces at Chlco
Bay City aggregation.
last week when the Bengal
SUMMARIES
team was forced to default
SCHEDULE
San Francisco J. C.: Madamba
the second doubles match.
The squad will leave Saturday
def.
Browne, 6-3, 6-3 (SF); TraThe
Wildcats
and
Pacific
had
morning at 8:00 o'clock
phagen def. Mead, default (S)
split evenly in singles, and
private automobiles. Time trials
Hare def. Smith, 6-3, 6-2 (SF)
the locals had won the first
in the dashes and hurdle events
Calagos def. Hamm, 6-0, 6-2 (SF)
doubles
match
when
Doug
will start promptly at 1:00 p. m
Waxman def. Dedrick, 7-5, 6-3
Sabiston l>ecame ill.
Next week a select few will
Marcello Umipeg defeated Bob (SF). Doubles: Madamba-Hare
compete in the Northern Cali
Rawlins, Chico mainstay, after a def. Browne-Traphagen, 6-2, 6-3
fornia J. C. meet at Modesto.
three set battle in the feature (SF); Calagos-Waxman def. DedFor the second consecutive match of the day. The scores rick-Smith, 64, 6-3 (SF).
Sacramento J. C.t Sullivan def.
year a Rhode Island State College were 6-4, 2-6, 6-4. Lew Morrill
player has broken the national defeated Schlenter for the other Browne, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 (S); Nathan
intercollegiate basketball scoring Tiger singles win. Umipeg and def. Hunefeld 6-0, 6-2 (S); Blake
Hutcheon, top Bengal duo, de def. Traphagen, 7-5, 6-2 (S)
record.
feated Rawlins and McElroy for Smith def. Thorne, 6-3, 6-2 (S)
Van Metre def. Dedrick, 6-3,
the other Pacific victory.
6-1 (S).
SUMMARY
YOST BROS.
Doubles: Sullivan-Nathan def.
Singles: Umipeg def. Rawlins
64, 2-6, 6-4 (P); McElory def. Browne-Traphagen, 6-1, 8-6 (S);
Sabiston, 6-1, 2-6, 6-3 (C); Per Blake-Thorne def. Hunefeld-Dedrine def. Hutcheon, 3-6, 7-5, 64 rick, 6-2, 6-0 (S).
o
(C); Morrill def. Schlenter, 6-0,
6-2 (P). Doubles: Umipeg- Huteon def. Rawlins-McElroy, 6-1, 6-3
INTRAMURAL
(P); Morrill-Sabiston defaulted to
Co-coaches Jackson and
Perrine-Schlenter (C).
Kjeldsen have announced the

NOW ^

for tke

FISHING
SEASON
WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE
OF

SPORTING
GOODS
Open Till 2 a. m.
Including Sundays

organization intramurals in
Softball, ping-pong, and horse
shoes. Competition will be
gin next week between rep
resentatives of the different
fraternities, men's dorm,
manor, and a town group.
Actual competitors in the
three spring sports—tennis,
track, and swimming—will
not be eligible; however,
those who have been re
leased from the major sports
squads can compete.

r

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
90M Pacific Ave.
(IN BLACK'S)

Where Price & Quality
Meet

Phone 2-7481
TUXEDO

SHOE SHINE SERVICE
Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
of All Kinds of Boots,
Shoes, Purses, Gloves
and Belts.
AND

HEY FELLAS!
. . . get casual! It's
the thing to do this
summer. Solid, easy
comfort to make you
happy, plus that
broad-shoulder, nar
row - waist l o o k to
please the girl friend.
Get yourself a couple
of these up-to-theminute outfits and
MIX-'EM-UP! It'll
actually save you
money!
Purse-easy
prices.
Slacks
$5.00 to $10.00
Jackets
$10.00 to $30.00

EXPERT SHOE
REPAIRING
By NAT FDOR
2013 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-23U

1
CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest In
Dairy Products

Phone
6-6916

Farm
West's Lane

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evenings and All Day
Sunday.

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE
At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and El Dorado
Tel. 6-5383

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

• Stripes
• Checks
• Novelty Weaves
• Herringbones
• Plaids

• «S TYLfi &TOft£.
•
320 J5. M A I N 8T0CKTL'OHf |

iettgal Sparta f
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Greenman Glides Over
Lows in 25 Flat;
Brown Does 440 in 50.8

SPRINTER

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 2-5058

—
805 Bank of America BIdg.
Stockton, Calif.

iiP

Full Day Planned for Jaysee
and High School Athletes

nT'SrSn Ki'Jr'SoY'and
,
Winning their third consecuBenM ^
live meet, the Cub trackster*
last Friday defeated the Sta
RBIfC
ford frosh by one point in a
ip9
F.w.C
fairy-story finish. After taking
hie debate
nounced an all-day progta
the relay, the Jaysees garnered
^1* 100 FRSSN0 ReUys
stimaD^
pb,fc
eluding a great variety of 111 i
three markers in the discus, the
Won 100 4in 22 0
events. Old grads and
over «
final event of the day, to nose
" rounds
athletes are invited to °^.
Northern Celi/- J.C. Conference
tic
l
e
0
£
out the first-year men.
r
the
qll<"
watch or participate ln !% ^ „ coUP
id
•
Phil's a
back" for
Menlo J. C. was third in this;
ftU.ctvreeK
^dependent
swimming, and diving.
^
2 last
Coich SMG6<fr 9- 7 man in loo/
the second triangular meet of
,rsUS
am
Guests will have a 'cW
ve
the season. Final scores .were:
e /°
poi
observe the Pacific y It j Gre':eK
sitting
Stockton, 63; Stanford fresh
tennis squad in action a/!?we *ere
dr®t
men, 62; and Menlo, 28. Six
Jike a
take on the Fresno State/- »" where
first places were taken by Cubs
K,
preW
*^\
this
c
hat
the local courts.
on the lightning-fast Angel Field
s
in
1
'^uch °
t becoming <|r
SWIMMERS EXHIBIT
track at Stanford.
isK
Those
interested
i
the r
fnr all 13 g
n
GREENMAN SHINES
1
a f r e e ; g * ' ith ,her
ming
may
watch
the
Stock'
*
5
2
By BOB CONAWAY
Outstanding new Jaysee
i,roiie . the Tinn f where v
record was established when
d in 11
hibition antics as they
Howard Greenman skipped
'ft*'. lddiC
S
presented a *0<
over the 220-yard low hurdles
It seems that the University through their paces in the locn
pool.
The
Cubs
have
1
,
1
in 25 second flat, breaking
rreek lettcr
h r
of Chicago, which bowed out of
for the Gr on outstandir
his own mark by a full sec
Big Ten football commitments, known for some time as""" f . phifeu an
rcbu
ond. Bud Brown also cut
^ caus
an eifee
is to remain in the Conference of the most powerful jJJ* itions,
off 1.2 seconds in the
and compete in basketball. Of College aggregations on the p" i#
quarter, sprinting the dis
for
ficials had previously refused to cifie Coast.
* truly- » fnatas'a Red h
Both comic and fancy divin
tance in 50.8.
okay the school's participation
ked T"my frat. rig
Tom Davies, participating in in other sports because of the artists will provide thrills Jj K lo°
four field events, scored
* ^"fanatic, is g°,ng
remarks attributed to Chicago s laughs with dives executed f
both the one and three met( «7°ng ^.iridle ground.
points; Miller, with a first in president, R. M. Hutchins.
the half, a second in the mile,
Many of the Conference dir boards. All divers are prominent took
members of the J. c. aquati( The
and a lap on the winning relay
ectors were irked by the impli
quartet scored 9 1-4. Dick Scott
squad.
^ ^ S T^ e b e s t m e
cation that the Maroons were
- VVE GEl
Hpalist Phif
of the Stanford team was the
CAN OFFICE. TIdealist
unable to compete with the sub SELL THEM SHORT?
only double winner, taking both
30-Mile Gale Cuts Marks as Tigers
an
organization
The
highlight
of
the
day
into
sidization of other members.
that
sprints.
will be the football game
Show Power; Bonnifield Sets New Mark
However, Hutchins smoothed out
Utllttarif
The relay group, using disstaged at 2 p. m. between
this result,
the difficulties and achieved the
Marking the third straight victory of the season,
tance-ace Miller in place of
«*?
that
a"
"di-pcn
the Amos Alonzo Stagg.
basketball approval.
fears
the ailing Ray Jones, low
Coach Jackson's fightin' Tigers upped and downed the
coached Tiger Varsity for <*" Son would drive tl
Wildcats of Chico State by the score of 77% to 52%. ered its former record hy RELAY COMPETITION
«C«r ln!° H". C-0-'
1940 and a hastily gathered
Th<4 West Coast relays in
In spite of the 80 mile-an-hour wind, which blew five seconds, the new mark
alumni team. But don't sell
being 3:33.9. Davies' winning
Fresno have already received
ih* v°'
steadily in the faces of the runners and jumpers and
the "Old Men" short, for
height
in
the
pole
vault
was
tentative entries from 61 uni
the very poor condition of the^
last year they stopped cold
11 feet 6 inches. Francis
versities, colleges, junior col
the Bengals' every trick, pilfer counters^ that they shot,
track, new marks were the fea behind one of the two best tossKing
took
the
mile
in
the
leges,
and high schools, which
ers in the conference.
Coach Stagg has been some,
ture of the meet.
comparative slow time of
include 600 individual perform what handicapped this spring
ttVean'deny that amo.
HANNER DISQUALIFIED
COMES THROUGH
ers. Lew Ford last year captured because of the absence
4:46.1.
bIndependents there are mai
The glow of victory was some SUMMARY
A day before the meet Walt
a first in the high jump; this
practice of some of his star
people Who deser
what diminished by two un
Following is a complete sum season he is an early season
Kelley was a doubtful contestant, fortunate occurrences, namely:
players, who are otherwise .|,tes in PSA government, >i
marization of the meet.
favorite to win the pole vault. gaged. However, the Tiger Van
due to a lame knee acquired Ben Reams, Chico sprint and
doubt whether any organU
MILE—Won by King- (SJC); Miller
There is still some ques
(SJC), second; Mitchell (F). third;
sity expects to open their
this time could put the
in practice, and could hardly run low hurdle star, pulled a muscle Earley
(SJC), fourth. Time. 4:46.1.
tion of whether or not a
of deception and run circles
440-YARD DASH—Won by Brown
on it much less navigate the in the century and was unable
Jaysee relay quartet will
(SJC); Blackwell (SJC), second:
around the alumni.
From election results and go
high hurdles. Came the time to compete in the 220 and the With (F). third; Girdlestone (MJC),
compete. The next two meets
At any rate the game promises ial observation of the last f
220 lows. Then too, In the 880, fourth. Time, -.50.8.
will tell the story. If suf
100-YARD DASH—Won by Scott
for Walt's race at the meet, Jack Hanner was disqualified
to be a hotly contested affair lars, I believe that aboirl 65
(F); Kellenberger
(F), second:
ficient improvement is evi
however, and he showed what for cutting in too quickly on Greenman (SJC), third; Oregon
wherein fans will not only
[the total PSA membership
(MJC), fourth. Time, 10.4.
dent to cut off eight seconds,
some good football but also
ro-Greek in bias. They oitlv
he was made of when he liter Chico's Kostiz.
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES —
the group will have a chance
Won by Symes (F); Cooley (SJC),
a pre-glimpse of the
In running the 220 low
jong or wish they could h
ally fought his way Into second
second; Eikelman (F), third; How
(optimism).
newest football sensation, Jack kg.
hurdles, an event in which
ard (MJC). fourth. Time, 16.6.
place behind Ken Rogers, who
16-POUND SHOT—Won by Stamm NATIONAL J. C.
Frischoltz from Compton Junior About 30% of the PSA doesr
he had never before com
won, running into the wind, in
(F); Philip (SJC), second; NeedIt's a lucky thing that the College.
peted or practiced, Ken
ham (MJC), third; Millington (F),
ten bother to vote—correspon
the very fast time of 15.6. In
fourth. Distance, 45 ft. 314 inches. national J. C. meet scheduled
The sports day will be com- roughly with the nation
Rogers made a remarkable
quoting Coach Jackson it was
880-YARD RUN—Miller
(SJC);
Walt (F), second: Struthers (F), at Modesto June 2 will not pleted by a banquet in New ilex of apathy. I am skeptic
showing while taking second
"the greatest exhibition of gamethird; West (SJC), fourth. Time,
place to Bob Reams. Ken
draw competitors from all the Anderson Hall given for the kether any movement will st
ness I ever saw."
2'03 3
HIGH JUMP—"Won by Voss (F); Jaysee schools in the country. visiting athletes, alumni, towns tee dead-heads.
lead
the
field
over
the
Shut-outs are not limited
Needham (MJC), Davies (SJC), and
and football players. The people in the PSA wi
seventh hurdle, but the dis
Dana (F) tied for second. Winning There are 575 junior colleges people,
to baseball, the Tigers at
height, 6 feet.
tance
was
a
little
too
much
in our broad land. California After dinner all visitors will be inestlv and truly don't give
tested when they completely
220-YARD DASH—Won hy Scott
for him and Reams caught
(F); Girdlestone (MJC), second; leads all other states with 64; introduced, and a program
w for the frats and soroi
swept first, second, and third
Brown (SJC), third; Kellenberger Texas is a poor second with 40. short speeches and music is fee
and passed him. The time
are a distinct minority places in both the discus and
(F), fourth. Time, 22.8.
was 25.3.
BROAD JUMP-Won by Rodgers
About 20 of the California ing prepared. Coach Stagg, lis lout 5%.
shut-put. Chico retaliated,
(MJC); Stacy (SJC), second; Davies
RAN HIM OUT
(SJC), third; Nelson (F), fourth. group have signified ' their in subordinates, and Chris Kjeld How much good can the:
however, 1 by the s a m e
21 feet 11% inches.
tention of competing in the sen will all make speeches. Mr. five-percenters" do? Not muc
method in the two-mile
In the mile and 880, Toma- Distance,
' 220-YARD DOW HURDDES —
Won
hy
Greenman
(SJC);
Symes
event. "Big Red" Bonnifield
sini ran all over Kostiz, Chico (F), second; Needham (MJC), third; Fresno Relays, which means Stagg, the principal speaker of fes they strive to organize
the evening, will be introduced Jra party dedicated to the td<
plenty of competition.
tacked up a new C.O.P. star distance man, literally run Cooley
(SJC), fourth. Time, :25 flat.
by Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president •putting "the best men" in c
In
the
coming
track
meets
PODE
VAULT—Won
by
Davies
record in the discus with a
ning him into the ground in (SJC); Sherman (F), second; Thode
look for some close races.
of the College.
heave of 151.87 feet, with
both events. Noted for his kick (SJC) .third; Foster (MJC), fourth.
!~and
doesn't necessari
11 feet 6 inches.
The Tigers should take the
The program:
Dave and Dean Gay follow
at the finish, Kostiz gave it Height,
:" dependents alone.
JAVEDIN—Won by Eikelman (F);
10 a. m. Tennis Matches- the term "third party" a
San Francisco Staters to
ing. In the shot Dave Gay
up as a bad job when he tried Faciola (MJC), second; Hemphill
(F), third; Dana (F), fourth. Dis
wipe out that one-point de
Pacific vs. Fresno State; 9:3!)
got off the best toss of his
to outsprint "Galloping George." tance,
6
Cho
;153 feet 9 inches.
knov
feat of last season. It looks
a. m. Recreational swimming NPacifin ^ 3°-Chee
college career as he won
MILE REDAY—Won by Stockton
Running his best races this
two'Party sy
m
(Blackwell-Conaway-Miller-Brown);
With
local
pool;
1
p.
m.
Registration
like
the
Cubs
will
finally
handily with a put of 45
year, '"Flipper" Ritchie was nip Frosh, second; Menlo, third. Time,
var- fW flossy but mea
have to be second best in a
of visiting athletes; 2 Pfeet 10 inches, handicapped
variations.
ped at the tape in both events. 3 . 3 3 9
DISCUS—Won by Dunlap (MJC),
meet.
Our
scorebook
gives
the football game; 4:15 p.
with a sore arm Dean still
Vaulting into the wind "Slicer" Philp (SJC), second; Sullivan (SJC),
1
the "B" conference to Sa
third; Norberg (F), fourth. Distance,
Diving and swimming exhibit'0' Ud J" " s Party whU
qualified for second place,
Ford had to content himself 132
,
™
™' "Pl'art wou
feet 1 Inch.
linas by a margain of 5
at pool; 6 p. m. Bengal Hud®
while Bonnifield, in this
with a first place jump of 12
0f the volcele:
Nus
p!
points.
shown throughout the squad
dinner in Anderson Hall.
event for the first time this
feet 6 inches, while in the high
brms ^ °UPS—such
•tl
as seventeen Tigers scored
year; literally "talked" his
jump he won handily with
r s' lMan
or Hall, the
Co-c
in taking 10 firsts, 8 seconds,
way into third.
leap of 6 feet 14 inch.
fenprem"-;.^eak Greeks
Rounding into shape slowly, RELAY WINS
4 thirds, and shutting Chico
ition
n ofCt!blttown group.'
Aron Rempel, announced that
out completely in two events.
A relay team made up of
ips v
he has become a threat in the Meyers, Nelson, Hanner, and
High score went to Rogers
lVerger
^11 can f0dexc
r
%sh'P anH^/')r
javelin when he took a second Looney ran the best time of the
with 13 points, tied for sec
eptlon
ond with 10 points were
year to win handily by five
Ford and Tomasini, and
yards. The race was featured
Rose Pharmacy by Hanner once again over Dave Gay third with 8
points. Outstanding for Chico
coming a lead of 12 yards, step
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ping out in front and giving
were Ben Reams, Morgan,
Cosmetics—Greeting Cards
Prescriptions Filled
Hoffman, Witter, and Kostiz.
Looney an edge in the anchor
i Sees th'ng the new Dar
2002 Pacific Ave.
lap.
Phone 2-7953
ni leader to -v.
1,6 the
A definite improvement is
out ^
Ml. ,a ^ear.
Perso;
5'
ho,
""ST"
Plan
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BEHGALS FEAST
ON WILDCAT
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ARCHERY TACKLE
See the NEW TAKE DOWN BOW
On Display at

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
"Your Sporting Goods House,"

312 E. WEBER AVE.

Bows - Arrows - Targets and Materials

• Tweeds
• Gabardines

CUBS TRIM
STANFORD
FROSH

Pigskin Preview^
Bengal Huddle

JANTZEN SWIM SHORTS FOR MEN

BEFORE YOU START ON THAT TRIP—
OR GO ON THAT PICNIC — REMEMBER
TO "FILL UP" AT

PAUL'S Associated Service
Smiling "Flying A" Service
and Lubrication

PACIFIC and WALNUT

Paul Johnnaber, Prop.

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

__ NIELSEN BROTHERS

81 N. El Dorado

Ph. 5-5613

SENIORS!

wouid die a-bor

Better come in and
place your orders NOW
for your
COMMENCEMENT
ANNOUNCEMENTS!
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WE SEND WESTERN
UNION TELEGRAMS,
ARE A BRANCH OF
THE AMERICAN
RAILWAY EXPRESS
AND MAINTAIN SUB
STATION 6 OF THE
POST - OFFICE FOR
Y O U R C O N V E NIENCE.
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"On The Campus
For You"

h

"4 tu0ftleS tb

Try our one-day film
service. Get them to us
by 10 a. m. and have
them back by 5 p. m.

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

£emb°r "v
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V
'

FOTO FINISH!

reQuire

Delicious and
RefresKing
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and a refreshed feelioS
lows that leaves you
ing nothing more.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
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